Yimi Guarnizo

ATLAS
COLLECTION

Tarqui, Huila, Colombia
VARIETY:

Caturra,
Colombia

PROCESS:

Washed

ELEVATION:

PRODUCER:

1600–1800
MASL

Yimi
Guarnizo

CUP SCORE:
87.75

PARTNER SINCE:
2013

The Guarnizo family on
their farm. From left to right:
Yilberto, Yimi, Wilmar,
Orfandy, Wilson, Alexis
Not pictured: Jose Javier,
Didier, Luis Alfredo

HARVEST TIME: June

FLOWER SEASON: October

WET MILLING:

Depulped, then floated for density first before fermenting for 24 hrs in tile-lined tanks.
After fermentation, the coffee is washed in the same space in a small channel.

DRYING:

Dried on shaded raised beds for 3 weeks

DRY MILLING:

Processed by Caravela in their plant in Armenia, Colombia. Sorted for density
and size, sorted to remove defects, parchment removed before bagging.

The Atlas Collection seeks to highlight our coffee sourcing values—quality, ethics, collaboration,
and integrity—which act as our tools for exploring the complex world of coffee. This micro-lot release
from Yimi Guarnizo is a shining example of collaboration.
For Yimi Guarnizo, coffee is a family affair. The second-oldest of ten children, Don Yimi and his
siblings own and operate several farms near Tarqui, Huila, and collectively produce our year-round
single origin La Familia Guarnizo. Tarqui sits in an area of Colombia where the Andes mountains
split into three separate mountain ranges called “cordilleras”. Situated on the remote eastern slopes
of the Central Cordilleras you’ll �ind the Guarnizos’ farms, which sit approximately 1,600–1,800
meters above sea level.

With the exception of micro-lots, all the coffee we purchase from the Guarnizos is through Caravela
with forward, �ixed-priced contracts. This guarantees a stable income for a percentage of their
annual yield, while easing the worry of �luctuations in the commodities market, and also allows
us at Joe Coffee to rely on a consistent product.
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Don Yimi owns 7.3 hectares of land, inherited from his parents, who were among the �irst
generations of coffee growers in their area. During his grandparents’ time, the primary crop
was beans, though they slowly began cultivating coffee once it proved to offer a consistently higher
income. Don Yimi told us that his mother and grandmother were the most passionate about coffee
production, responsible for teaching him and his siblings to care for and sustain their coffee plants.
Today, the family primarily grows Caturra and Colombia coffee varieties, although they are also
experimenting with Yellow Caturra, Bourbon, and Geisha. Along with their neighbors in the region,
they harvest their coffee twice a year: the �irst semester, or harvest, runs from April–July while
the second runs from October–December.
This micro-lot comprises 80% Caturra and 20% Colombia varieties. Compared with the greater
La Familia Guarnizo lot that we offer year-round, this micro-lot is softer and more delicate, with
layered sweetness, and more tropical acidity. Whereas La Familia Guarnizo is graded AA, Caravela
classi�ies this as a MicroLot, which signi�ies the highest quality grade, and therefore highest price
paid to the farmer.

Ripe coffee cherries.

Don Yimi picks his cherries at their
ripest, and separates varieties from
the start before processing. After harvest,
the cherries are placed in a water-�illed
tank where �loating cherries are
separated from the higher quality, denser
cherries which sink to the bottom.
The cherries pass through a basic
depulping machine with a small amount
of water, and the remaining seeds
are fermented for 26–32 hours in
tile-lined tanks. After fermentation,
the coffee is washed in the same tank
with fresh water, then left to sit in the
tank for 12 hours before drying.
Separating the coffee by variety allows
Don Yimi to see how the coffee behaves
during fermentation, and to note the
differences in sweetness and fragrance.
The coffee is dried in the shade on raised beds for about a week before moving to a sunnier,
covered solar dryer where it dries slowly for another 10–15 days. Like the rest of his siblings, Yimi
carefully monitors the temperature and humidity in the dryer, regulating those factors by opening
or closing ventilation �laps in the structure. The beds remain covered to protect the coffee from the
unpredictable rains typical of this mountainous region. When the coffee is dried to the proper
level, the Guarnizos collectively deliver their coffee in parchment to the El Paraiso warehouse in
Tarqui for quality assessment and payment.
Together with his siblings, Don Yimi developed an organic fertilizer composed of compost and
other organic materials (like fallen leaves and the leftover cherry skins after depulping) and has
been experimenting with applying it to his coffee trees. Although the siblings have long been using
this organic product on other crops they produce for their own use, like avocados and citrus, they
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are now investigating the potential for its success in minimizing the effects of La Roya coffee leaf
rust, a disease which affects some of their trees every year. So far, they believe it has made a
positive impact, and are continually developing other sustainable ways to protect their trees from
disease.

Through Caravela’s PECA program (“Programa de Educación a Ca�icultores”), their growers’
education initiative which deploys teams of skilled agronomists to support small-scale producers,
we have been able to learn about the Guarnizo family’s fermentation methods and experiments.
Maricela Trujillo Fiesco, the PECA representative for the Tarqui region, visits farms once a month,
encouraging best practices such as harvesting at peak ripeness (she teaches with a Brix meter,
which reads sugar content), uncompromising fermentation times, careful drying, all in the name of
helping producers improve quality and overall farm health.
Maricela gives us insight into what each sibling does exceptionally well and encourages the family
to learn from each other’s successes and failures. She was the �irst to encourage speci�ic fermentation times, and now Don Wilmar, the sibling most keen on experimentation, is a fermentation
expert. Many of the siblings, Don Yimi included, bring small lots to Don Wilmar’s drying beds in
order to test certain theories together. This is a great example of the spirit of collaboration that
makes coffee production possible in general, and all the more special through what we are able to
learn through our partnership with Caravela.

PECA representative Maricela
on the farm with Don Yimi.
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